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 00:00

Hi, everyone, welcome to another episode. This is episode number four, in the series of five,
focused on bad advice we get as entrepreneurs. And Today's focus is on the topic, your
brand doesn't matter. Man, have you ever heard that that your brand doesn't matter? I
actually haven't heard that. But I can imagine, you know that people are saying, Oh, it's
you know, it's your company, you're just get started. You don't have to worry about your
brand right now. I have heard a little bit of that your Don't get so caught up in what your
brand is going to be. Just go ahead and get started with your idea. You'll figure out your
brand along the way. I have heard some of those things. Maybe you heard that whenever
you first started your company, or maybe you're just starting your company, or your
business rather. And so you're you're trying to get things going and people are saying oh,
you know, don't don't worry about all of those things. Just Go. And so, you know, Robert
Kiyosaki in this in this email that he sent out, you know, he talked about the five, the five
pieces of advice. And so when he talked about this one, this fourth one that your brand
doesn't matter, you know, he talked about essentially that, you know, we as entrepreneurs,
we're all very unique. And one way to build a business and turn it into a brand is to know
who you are. And I love that,

 01:25

right? Because

 01:26

we do talk about regularly that what we stand for, and what we're bringing as our gift is
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essentially what we're building our business on. Now, it can't be the only thing that we
know, right? We've already talked about that. And it can't be just us because we talked
about our hiring practices we've done that many episodes ago. You know, what we hire for
what characteristics we hire for and that we should hire over characteristics over over skill
per se,

 01:52

okay. And so

 01:54

many people think about their brand as their logo or you know, as their average has a
campaign or whatever they put outwardly facing towards the customer to hook the
customer and bring them into their, into their online business or to their showroom or to
their store or to whatever it is. Right? Whatever they put out into the world, you know, as
advertising or representation of their business as a logo, they think that's what their brand
is. And so what I would say is your brand is definitely more than that. Your brand is who
you are and what you've established your business to represent to your customer,
overarching Lee. And so how you are presenting your gift and what your gift is, and what
you stand for, is really your brand. And, you know, again, we did talk about that we talked
about that when we were talking about hiring others, and that for example, you know, one
of the things that I look for is integrity. And that if I can't hire someone with integrity, then
I can't say that my business stands for integrity because anyone that I bring into my
company is going to represent my brand. And I need them to outwardly face my, my
customer, my client, the people that I serve, and be able to confidently do that I want to
be able to confidently say to my clients, hey, these people that work for me, they have
integrity. They have integrity, I have integrity there for my company and my brand is
focused on integrity. And we're going to do everything we can to support you and help
you with a level of honesty and respect. And that's what we're going to do. We're here to
serve you in that capacity. I want to be able to say that that is my brand. And so if I can't
say that because of the people that are brought onto my onto work for my business, then
then I'm can't say that about my brand. Right? So many people again, may say to you,
your brand doesn't matter but your brand absolutely does matter. And you can't just go
get started a year down the road and then decide what your brand is going to look like.
You need to be formulating your brand now. Because you want to help customers
understand what you stand for.
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 04:05

I say you because,

 04:06

you know Robert Kiyosaki is absolutely right. We as entrepreneurs bring different things to
our business. But we as entrepreneurs have to decide what our company is going to stand
for what our business and therefore what our brand is going to stand for.

 04:20

What will the customer think whenever they see us?

 04:24

What do you want your customer to think whenever they see you, your company, your
brand? What do you want them to think? That is your brand. Whenever they have that
emotional response, right, whenever they associate your business with something, they're
associating your brand and so you have to establish that before someone establishes it
for you. And that's really important. Your brand does matter. And you have to be the one
to decide it. And so I will tell you, you know, I've known different courses and and speakers
and companies have said just get started. Don't worry about your brand. And I would say
as you're trying to figure it out for the first couple of months, it's probably okay. I'm not
going to say definitely Okay, it depends on how fast you get started, how many customers
and clients you take on. But pretty quickly in the start of your business, you need to
understand what your company stands for what your business stands for, I'm gonna say
company and business, I say them interchangeably. It just depends on how large you want
to make your business.

 05:29

So that's why I'm going to be cautious and I try to say both words. But it

 05:34

really depends what do you want to stand for? How big do you want to be? Do not let this
time pass you by that you've missed your window to really establish the brand you want
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to have. And you're sort of already out there in the marketplace and has been established
for you. If it works out and you end up with a great brand has been established for you.
That's great.

 05:52

But what if you don't?

 05:56

What if you don't what if something happens and someone wants a refund

 06:01

And then it doesn't go well.

 06:04

Right? Because you haven't really put those policies in place.

 06:08

You damaged your brand.

 06:11

You want to be able to stand firm on what your company and what your business
represents. So you've got to care about your brand. So do not listen to that bad advice.
This is your brand doesn't matter your brand represents you, you create your brand as the
entrepreneur. Okay? So establish it, be proud of it. Create the brand that you want, that
you believe fully represents you and stands for the business that you want to create. You
have that power, it's an amazing power. Use it. Don't let the marketplace establish the
brand for you. Okay, it's not just your logo. Alright, it's not just your advertising campaign.
Right? Robert Kiyosaki says your brand is two words. It's the promise you Telegraph and
the experience, you deliver
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 06:58

the promise you tell them So

 07:00

what promise Are you making to your customer or your client?

 07:04

And then it's the experience you deliver, what are you actually going to deliver to your
customer or your client? You haven't decided both of those things. Okay? Because you
don't want to haphazardly make a promise that you can't deliver. Nor do you want to put
out there and experiences bad. Because again, that's a brand that's going to stick with
you. So create both of those, establish what you want both of those to be that is your
brand. And and that's going to carry you forward as an entrepreneur building your
business. And it's something that's bigger than just a little than a side hustle, if that's what
you want to accomplish. And I will tell you, in full transparency, I would just be very honest,
even if you just want to do a side hustle, still establish your brand. Because this is a part of
you, and you stand for something amazing. Do not let anybody establish it for you. That's
my key takeaway today. Your brand matters. It absolutely does. Don't listen to the But
otherwise, your brand is a representation of you. What do you stand for? What do you
want your brand to be? What promise Do you want to make to your customer and
experience do you want to deliver? Make sure you are very clear on both and then you
follow up on that every single time. And then if you hire other people to work for you, I
would encourage you go back and listen to every other episode about hiring for
characteristics and traits, not just skill, because they have to embody your brand as well.
The people you bring onto your onto your team have to embody your brand, and that's
what you want to look for.

 08:36

All right, awesome.

 08:38

I hope you have a great day. Stay safe.
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